
FIRST GRADE
End of the Year Benchmarks

*Read fluently
*Recall 4 or more facts
*Connect new information to what
s/he already knows
*State the main idea that the author
wanted the reader to learn

First Grade is an amazing year of learning for your child! Building reading and 
literacy skills are an essential part of this learning year. Helping your child achieve
proficiency is a team effort and critical to future learning success. Below are 
examples of first grade end-of-the-year benchmarks. 

LEVEL J

LEVEL J
FICTION READER

NON-FICTION READER

A Level J reader should be able to:
*Retell multiple important events using 
text
*Identify the main problem of the story.
*Identify how a character's feelings 
change in the story
*Use surrounding information to explain 
the meaning of a word
 

A level J non-fiction reader can:

*Learn information from a text 
feature and explain how it connects
to the main text.

You can help! Read to and with your child - and ask questions!:
 *What did you wonder about? *What did that story make you think about? 
 *Why did the character do that? How can you tell?
 *Did you relate to a character in the story? 
*(Non-fiction) Why do you think it is important to know about that?



1ST GRADE SKILLS

WHAT CAN 
YOU DO ?

Incontrovertible research tells us 
that children who are read to/read
at home are profoundly more 
successful than their peers who
do not have that reading time. 
Reading benefits include:
 Mental Stimulation 
Stress Reduction 
Vocabulary Expansion
 Memory 

Stronger Analytical Thinking Skills. 
Improved Focus and Concentration 

Better Writing Skills
 

1st grade readers study skills
to help them read:
 *Short vowel patterns 
*Long vowel patterns
 a: a_e, ai, ay. 
e: e_e, ee., ea, ie
 I: I_e., ie, igh, y
 o: o_e, oa, ow 
u: u_e. ew, oo, ue
 
Digraphs: th, ph, sh, ch, wh

Please read with your child!


